Location PDF - Building 3
Rua do Miradouro, 15 . 4000-337 Porto
We present some useful information about how to get to DOMUM Apartments from Francisco Sá
Carneiro airport. While you are at the airport, please confirm your arrival by calling or sending a
message +351 910 395 280. We will be more rested with your information so that our service is as
helpful as possible.

1. METRO
Buy the "Andante" ticket with a Z4 ticket, it costs € 1.85, take the metro in the direction of Estádio do
Dragão (Purple Line). Exit at Trindade and change to the orange line to São Bento station. Then you
have to walk about 10 minutes to DOMUM . bc.

2. CAR
Take the A28 or A3 motorway to Porto, follow signs for the city center. When arriving at Avenida dos
Aliados, descending direction:
-

Turn left at the end of Avenida, in Praça da Liberdade, towards Avenida Dom Afonso
Henriques

-

At the end of Avenida Dom Afonso Henriques, turn left at Rua de Saraiva de Carvalho
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-

At the traffic lights, turn right onto Rua Arnaldo Gama and take the left onto Largo Actor Dias;

-

At the end of Largo Actor Dais, turn right at Rua do Miradouro.

-

3. TAXI
You can take your taxi at the airport or at another place that has an official taxi stop. Make sure the
meter is on. The trip to DOMUM Apartments will take approximately 30 minutes from the airport.
Note: In the total amount there may be an increase of € 1.60 due to the baggage allowance. Print the
map of the following page to indicate to the driver all the DOMUM's location details.

4. DOMUM SHUTTLE SERVICE
For your comfort we have at your disposal the shuttle service from Francisco Sá Carneiro Airport to the
DOMUM Apartments and vice versa. Please contact us if you are interested in this service, since it has
a cost of 20€ per trip. At the time of booking, you only have to indicate the number of the flight and the
origin of the flight to Porto.
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